REAL MONARCHS

2020 SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE: PLEASE VISIT WWW.REALMONARCHS.COM FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION

- HOME
- AWAY

SAT - JUL 11
VS SAN DIEGO LOYAL SC (RIO TINTO)

SAT - JUL 18
VS SWITCHBACKS FC (RIO TINTO)

WED - JUL 29
@ NEW MEXICO UNITED

SAT - AUG 1
@ SWITCHBACKS FC

SAT - AUG 15
VS EL PASO LOCOMOTIVE FC

SAT - AUG 22
VS NEW MEXICO UNITED

SAT - AUG 29
@ EL PASO LOCOMOTIVE FC

WED - SEP 2
VS TACOMA DEFIANCE

WED - SEP 9
VS SWITCHBACKS FC

WED - SEP 16
VS PORTLAND TIMBERS 2

SAT - SEP 19
@ EL PASO LOCOMOTIVE FC

SAT - SEP 26
@ SWITCHBACKS FC

WED - SEP 30
@ NEW MEXICO UNITED

SUN - OCT 4
VS EL PASO LOCOMOTIVE FC